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Abstract. Since from their discovery in 1912, Cosmic-Rays (CRs) are one of the most debated issues of the high

energy astrophysics. Their origin is still a fundamental problem and is the subject of very intense research. Until

now, the best candidate sources of Galactic CR component are Supernova Remnants (SNRs) but final proof for

the origin of CRs up to the knee can only be obtained through two fundamental signatures, the detection of a

clear gamma-ray signature of π0 decay in Galactic sources and the identification of sources emitting a photon

spectrum up to PeV energies. Both indications are quite difficult to obtain. The two gamma-ray satellites,

AGILE and Fermi, together with ground telescopes operating in the TeV energy range (HESS, VERITAS and

MAGIC), collected a great amount of data from SNRs. In spite of the recent discovery of the neutral pion

spectral signature in the SNR W44 spectrum by AGILE (and confirmed by Fermi-LAT), all gamma-ray data

collected at GeV and TeV energies for several young and middle-aged SNRs provide interesting challenges to

current theoretical models. The emerging view from gamma-ray and particle detection is intriguing and lead to

revisit the CR-SNR paradigm, considering also the contribution of other kind of sources.

1 Introduction

Cosmic-rays (CRs) are highly energetic particles (with ki-

netic energies up to E = 1020 eV) mainly composed by

protons and nuclei with a small percentage of electrons

(1%). Since from their discovery Cosmic-Rays are one of

the most debated issues of the high energy astrophysics.

Their origin is still a fundamental problem and is the sub-

ject of very intense research [31, 53, 61], [for recent re-

views, see 23, 67]. Their acceleration is described by dif-

fusive shock acceleration mechanisms (DSA) [29, 44, 50,

53]. that provides a primary proton power-law distribu-

tion index p ∼ 2, harder if non-linear effects are consid-

ered [29, 32, 84]. Because of the interaction with magnetic

field, CR particle trajectories are curved and randomized;

consequently, their detection on Earth is uncorrelated with

the one of their sources. For this reason, electromagnetic

radiation in the gamma-ray energy band is a main source

of information about CRs and their sources. Contribution

to the galactic gamma-ray emission is due both to pro-

tons, through the decay of π0 due to pp-interactions, and

electrons through different radiation mechanisms (syn-

chrotron, non-thermal Bremsstrahlung and inverse Comp-

ton). Electromagnetic radiation from these energy loss

processes can be measured and analyzed from Earth and

we will see that, in order to distinguish electron from pro-

ton components, a comparative study in the whole electro-

magnetic spectrum is fundamental.

Focusing on CRs produced in our Galaxy (energies up to

the “knee”, E = 1015 eV), strong shocks in Supernova
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Remnants (SNRs) are considered the most probable CR

sources [e.g., 61], [recent review in 107]. SNRs are the en-

velopes of very massive stars ejected away during their ex-

plosion like Supernovae. They are extended sources quite

near to us and, for these features, their multiwavelength

study is much easier than in other objects. Indeed, we

have a lot of collecting data in every frequency range of

a large amount of SNRs; however, the final proof for the

origin of CRs up to the knee can only be obtained through

two fundamental signatures. The first one is the detec-

tion of a clear gamma-ray signature of π0 decay in Galac-

tic sources; the second one is the identification of sources

emitting a photon spectrum up to PeV (1015 eV) energies.

Both indications are quite difficult to obtain. The "Peva-

tron" sources are notoriously difficult to find [for a review,

see 23], and the neutral pion decay signature is not easy

to identify because of the possible contribution from co-

spatial leptonic emission. Hadronic and leptonic compo-

nents can in principle be distinguished in the 50-200 MeV

energy band, where they are expected to show different be-

haviors. At the light of this, it is clear that gamma-ray as-

tronomy has a fundamental role in this context. The tech-

niques for detection of gamma-ray radiation are different

for different energy ranges. Gamma-ray detectors in space

observatories are used for the low-energy range (MeV-

GeV) where we can directly measure the gamma-ray flux

because of its high value. For higher energies (GeV-TeV),

instead, the gamma-ray flux is very faint and direct mea-

surements are challenging. We need ground-based exper-

iments that use the Cherenkov radiation in order to de-

tect higher flux. Only with the development of both tech-
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niques, we can have a complete and detailed information

about CR physics. Over the last five years, AGILE and

Fermi gamma-ray satellites, together with ground tele-

scopes operating in the TeV energy range, HESS, VER-

ITAS and MAGIC, collected a great amount of data from

SNRs [3–9, 11–13, 18, 20, 21, 25, 63, 64, 69, 75, 82, 102]

providing important information and challenging theoreti-

cal models. From one hand, for the first time AGILE de-

tected the "pion bump" in the SNRW44 [41, 65], then con-

firmed by Fermi-LAT that found it also in another SNR,

IC443 [17]. On the other hand, both these sources, classi-

fied as middle aged SNRs (t > 1000 yrs) have a very steep

high energy gamma-ray index, p ≥ 3, very challenging

because in contradiction with Diffusive Shock Accelera-

tion Models (DSA) that provide an injection index p ≤ 2,

steepened by propagation effects at p ∼ 2.7 [28, 32, 84].

Most of the young and middle-aged SNRs detected un-

til now show, apparently, a spectrum steeper than the one

expected from linear and non-linear DSA. Moreover, any

SNR shows chances to reach PeV energies.

Clearly, faced with these results, theoretical models of CR

acceleration and propagation need to be revised and new

hypothesis about possible Galactic sources are proposed

(e.g., Superbubbles). In spite of the great amount of data

from SNRs emission, the understanding of CR accelera-

tion and propagation processes is all but complete.

2 Cosmic-Rays and SNRs

SNRs were proposed as CR sources for the first time in

1934, in a conference proceeding of Baade and Zwicky

[26], and in 1954, Vitalii Ginzburg elaborated on the SNR

hypothesis with energetic considerations [60–62]. In order

to experimentally test the SNR hypothesis validity, there

are some fundamental requirements to be observed: ac-

celeration efficiency of about 10 − 20%, spectral behav-

ior reproduction of all the elements, correct description of

chemical abundances, good description of multifrequency

observations, anisotropy induced by SNR spatial distribu-

tion compatible with observations. In light of these re-

quirements, even before the coming of gamma-ray satel-

lites and instruments, there are some important arguments

supporting SNR hypothesis [19]. First, the power required

in order to explain the CR flow is only a few percent of

the mechanical energy released by SN explosions. Then,

diffusive shock acceleration is the only model of particle

acceleration that, so far, allows quantitative calculations.

Moreover, the presence of high magnetic fields are a fun-

damental condition for CR acceleration with energy be-

yond E = 100 TeV. Rapid variability of X-ray emission is

a strong evidence for magnetic field amplification around

SN shell; indeed, only synchrotron radiation from ultra-

relativistic electrons accelerated at shock fronts can satisfy

the right conditions and explain this feature [103]. The-

oretical considerations indicate that SNRs can accelerate

the highest energy CRs during free expansion and Sedov-

Taylor phases. In the free expansion phase, Em increases

with time (considering B constant) and a particle can reach

E ∼ 1017 eV [30, 67]; in the Sedov-Taylor phase, shock

slows down and magnetic field intensity decreases, leading

to a faster decrease of Emax. This can explain the fact that

older SNRs are not prominent sources of gamma-ray and

also the absence of a TeV γ-ray signal from many SNRs

[93].

2.1 SNRs: Multiwavelength analysis importance

In order to have a complete understanding of the role

of SNRs in the CR acceleration, we need to know

these sources from every point of view: morphology,

expansion parameters, spectral behavior, interaction

with the environment (InterStellar Medium, Molecular

clouds). Consequently, every frequency of the electro-

magnetic spectrum can give us fundamental information.

The radio energy band gives us information about the

morphology and dimension of the SNR shell through

the synchrotron emission by GeV electrons due to the

presence of interstellar magnetic field, modified by shock

wave impact. Moreover, from synchrotron photon index

we can deduce the primary electron distribution behavior

and, consequently, shock wave properties, especially if

the radio emission is correlated with emission in other

energy bands, e.g. CO [43]. Moreover, wee can obtain

information about the polarization of the sources and,

consequently, about the magnetic field [e.g. 67, 95], whose

amplification has a fundamental role in the acceleration

mechanisms [78, 79]. Gamma-ray emission from a SNR

is enhanced by the presence of a dense target, such as

a molecular cloud; indeed, in the most of gamma-ray

observed SNRs, molecular cloud complexes are detected

(see Table 1) and this correspondence could be a signature

of CR acceleration. The most important tracers of the

ISM neutral component are HI observations at 21 cm and

CO observations at 2.6 mm that indicate the presence of

atomic and molecular gas, respectively. Infrared emission

provides information about both SNae and dust in their

environment because the SN light is absorbed by dust

and emitted at longer wavelengths. The most important

characteristic of the dust is that it has no chemical issues,

differently from molecules. Consequently, information

in this energy band, if available, is more reliable. IR

spectral lines confirm the presence of a shock and allow

us to understand also its nature [94, and therein]. In the

optical energy band, the most important role is of the

Balmer lines, a very important source of information. The

collisionless nature of the SNR shocks implies that, if the

surrounding medium is partially ionized, shock formation

involves only the ionized plasma components. Neutrals,

indeed, are affected by the shock just by charge-exchange

process, that is an electron exchange between an ion and

a neutral. A shock where the charge-exchange process

takes-place is called a “Balmer dominated shock” because

this mechanism leads to Balmer line emission affected

by the eventual presence of CRs [36, and therein]. This

effect was observed in different SNRs as SN 1006 and

Tycho [81, 99]. In the X-ray band we have two kinds

of emission: thermal and non-thermal. Thermal X-ray

emission from SNRs can be mostly seen in young SNRs
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because it is due to hot post-shock electrons heated by

SNR shock. Consequently, non detection of thermal

X-ray emission from a remnant could mean non efficient

CR acceleration [see, for instance, 100, for the SNR

RX J1713]. In the so called mixed-morphology SNRs,

thermal X-ray emission comes from the center of the

shell [the SNR W44 is an example, see 98] and it is

no clear what is the right mechanism. Non-thermal

X-ray radiation, instead, is produced through synchrotron

emission of ultra-relativistic electrons and it is dominated

by the downstream shock, where the magnetic field is

higher. The emission region is determined by diffusion

and is proportional to the magnetic field. Consequently,

there is a strong link between magnetic field value and the

emission region width [33, 108, and therein]: narrower

is the region stronger is the magnetic field, probably

amplified [91, 107, and therein]. It is clear that most of

the information comes from the correlation between all

the wavelengths. For instance, a correspondence between

CO emission and cold dust emission in the FIR band

could imply the presence of a SNR/MC interaction [74].

The same process is indicated also by the correlation

with optical and X-ray filaments and correlation between

H2, CO and radio filaments emission [94, and therein].

However, without the presence of gamma-ray emission

analysis, we can not have a complete picture of the role of

a SNR in the CR context.

3 Gamma-ray from MeV to TeV: what are
we looking for?

We have seen that the gamma-ray energy band is the

most important one for understanding CR acceleration and

propagation. The advent of gamma-ray satellites (AGILE

[101] and Fermi-LAT [2]) and Cerenkov telescopes (HESS

[70], MAGIC [47], VERITAS [111]) allowed to analyze

the correctness of linear and non-linear DSA models and

to develop new more structured theories. In Table 1, we

consider the most important SNRs detected so far in the

gamma-ray energy band. Most of them emit in both GeV

and TeV energies but with different fluxes. GeV gamma-

ray emission from young SNRs is less than the middle-

aged SNR one and, usually, they strongly emit in the TeV

energy band. This is attributed to energy dependent par-

ticle diffusion and escape. Moreover, propagation effects

are the explanation of the strong TeV emission from two

middle-aged SNRs, IC443 [11, 24] and W28 [21]. VHE

CRs that have already left the remnants, indeed, interact

with molecular clouds near the source and then we can

see their emission. For the same reason we can find low-

energy particles (MeV-GeV) inside a middle-aged SNR

shell. In spite of several SNRs observed, testing the SNR

hypothesis for CR acceleration is challenging. A first con-

firmation could be dut to the detection of Balmer line emis-

sion in correspondence of the shock [68, 86, and therein]:

neutrals in the upstream go through the non-collisional

shock and interact by charge-exchange process with down-

stream ions, producing Balmer lines. Their width is modi-

fied according to particle characteristic and so they can be

an important proof for CR acceleration. However, this is

only an indirect proof. Two direct signatures of CR accel-

eration by SNRs are in the gamma-ray emission regime:

the pion bump and the Pevatrons.

3.1 A first signature: the “pion bump”

Accelerated CR protons can interact with other target pro-

tons producing, among other particles, also neutral pions

that decay in two gamma-ray photons. Their spectrum has

a cut-off at E ≤ 67 MeV and below this energy it steepens.

This spectral feature is one of the signatures that can prove

the hadronic origin of the detected gamma-ray emission.

This is a direct proof because the photon spectral index is

the same of the primary protons and, consequently, we can

obtain information about primary proton population. The

problem is that also ultra relativistic electrons emit in the

same energy band of protons through Bremsstrahlung and

IC processes (see Fig. 1).

In most SNRs observed until now, both young (t < 1000

Figure 1. Scheme of the SED produced by electrons and pro-
tons inside a SNR. Electron synchrotron (black), Bremsstrahlung
(green), IC (blue) emission and photon emission from pp inter-
actions (red). It is clear the overlapping of electron and proton
processes in the gamma-ray band. The magenta circle stress the
energy range in which we could distinguish the two components.

yrs) and middle-aged (t > 1000 yrs), gamma-ray emis-

sion can be fitted with a model dominated by hadronic

pion emission. In several cases we can rule out leptonic

emission mechanisms but, from Fig. 1, it is clear that the

most solid method for distinguishing hadronic from lep-

tonic contribution, is to analyze low-energy spectral data.

For E ∼ 200 MeV, leptonic and hadronic emissions have

different behaviors and we can distinguish the two compo-

nents (Fig. 1) and so, we need data below 200 MeV. How-

ever, in this energy band, observations are very challeng-

ing because of the high background and multiple electron

scattering, as well as the PSF and sensitivity of gamma-ray

satellites (see Fig. 2).

Something new was provided with the very bright

SNR W44. This source was detected in the gamma-ray

band for the first time by Fermi-LAT [8], that, however,

provided spectrum only above E = 200 MeV. Conse-

quently, it was not possible to rule out leptonic models.

One year later, because of the brightness of W44 and
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Table 1. Most important SNRs detected in the gamma-ray band

SNR (l,b) AGILE Fermi-LAT MC detect. TeV
CAS A (G111.7-2.1) no yes yes Veritas, MAGIC

Tycho (G120.1+1.4) no yes yes Veritas

SN 1006 (G327.6+14.6) no no - HESS

RXJ1713 (G347.3-0.5) no yes yes HESS

W49B (G43.3-0.2) no yes yes HESS

Puppis A (G260-3.4) no yes no -

γ-Cygni (G78.2+2.1) yes no yes(?) Veritas

W44 (G34.7-0.4) yes yes yes -

W51 (G49.2-0.7) no yes yes MAGIC

IC443 (G189.1+3) yes yes yes Veritas, MAGIC

W28 (G6.71-0.05) yes yes yes HESS

the ability to provide an energy spectrum starting at 50

MeV for bright objects, we analyzed AGILE data from the

SNR W44, obtaining a spectrum, for the first time, with

data below 200 MeV and showing the low-energy steep-

ening peculiar to neutral pion gamma-ray emission (see

Section 4). During the last years, Fermi-LAT improved

its software [16], and obtained data at low-energies for the

SNR W44, confirming the pion bump discovered by AG-

ILE and obtaining low-energy data also for the SNR IC443

[17]. Also in this case the spectrum shows a low-energy

steepening, but until now there is not a deep multiwave-

length study of this source, such as in the case of SNR

W44, that allows rule out a possible fit with leptonic emis-

sion processes.

Figure 2. Gamma-ray spectra of four different SNRs, two young

and two middle-aged: Upper left: Cas A [4], Upper right: Ty-

cho [63], Bottom left: W51c [25],Bottom right: IC443 [5]. The

red lines stress the lack of experimental data below E = 200

MeV.

The case of the SNR RX J1713.7-3946

One example of the complexity of the problem is the

young SNR RX J1713.7-3946 (age ∼ 1600 yrs), which at-

tracted considerable attention because of its intense TeV

emission, interpreted of hadronic origin [20]. The last

Fermi-LAT data on the source [9], however, show a very

hard spectrum in the 10-100 GeV range that can be con-

sistent with IC leptonic emission or with hadronic emis-

sion with an unusually hard proton spectrum, p ∼ 1.7 [22,

and therein]. Moreover, in [52] was shown that, if there

were accelerated protons, there should be Coulomb col-

lision with electrons; consequently, electrons are heated-

up and produce some detectable emission lines. The non-

detection of this signature implies a non hadronic origin

of the gamma radiation. However, a recent analysis done

by [56] presents a good spatial correspondence between

the TeV gamma-rays and the surrounding HI gas (in addi-

tion to molecular hydrogen traced by CO) then strength-

ening the hadronic scenario. In spite of the low average

density in the SNR shell, hadronic gamma-ray emission

could be explained by CR interaction with dense gas con-

densations embedded in the shell. In this way, the chal-

lenging low-energy emission lack in the spectrum could

be due to the slow diffusion that prevents the penetration

of the cloud by low-energy particles [9]. Moreover, con-

sidering clumpiness of the ISM in the SNR surroundings

rather than a homogeneous density distribution, lack of

the expected thermal X-ray emission (that was one of the

most important arguments against hadronic scenario) can

be easily explained [56, 73]. The discussion about this in-

teresting SNR is still open.

3.1.1 A second signature: Pevatrons

Another way to confirm the hadronic origin of gamma-ray

emission from SNRs would be the detection of emission

up to E ∼ 100 TeV and beyond. Independently of their ori-

gin, the main contributors to galactic CRs should operate,

at least during some stages of their lifetime, as ‘PeVatrons’

[22, 57] that accelerate particles up to knee energies. In-

deed, electrons cannot be accelerated up to these energies

because of strong synchrotron losses and because the IC

component is suppressed by Klein-Nishina effects. Con-

sequently, gamma-ray emission in this energy range can

have only a hadronic origin [22, 57]. High energy particles

are not expected by middle-aged and old SNRs because

their escape time is smaller than the SNR age. Therefore,

young SNRs are the only chance to detect PeV gamma-ray

emission.
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4 A breakthrough: The supernova
remnant W44

Figure 3. AGILE new gamma-ray spectrum of SNR W44 [41]

superimposed with the Fermi-LAT data from [17].

The SNR W44 is a middle-aged (∼20,000 yrs old)

SNR located in the Galactic Plane (l, b)= (34.7,−0.4) at a
distance d ∼ 3.1 kpc [45, 112]. Multiwavelength observa-

tions revealed interesting features. In the radio band, W44

shows a quasi-elliptical shell [42, and references therein];

the radio shell asymmetry is probably due to expansion

in an inhomogeneous ISM. In the northwest side of the

remnant, which correlates with a peak of the radio emis-

sion, there is bright [SII] emission characteristic of shock-

excited radiative filaments [59]. In the southeast side, in-

stead, there is a molecular cloud (MC) complex embedded

in the SNR shell that interacts with the source [96, 113].

The OH maser (1720 MHz) emission detected in corre-

spondence with the SNR/MC region, confirm their inter-

action [46, 71]. In [112] the discovery of the radio pul-

sar PSR B1853+01 is reported, which is located in the

south part of the remnant and surrounded by a cometary-

shaped pulsar wind nebula (PWN) [55]. This system, how-

ever, does not appear to be correlated with the detected

gamma-ray emission. The X-ray observations of W44 by

the Einstein Observatory [110] showed centrally peaked

emission, which is later confirmed by Chandra data [98].

The SNRW44 is well studied also in the gamma-ray band.

In [8], a GeV morphology well correlated with the radio

emission is showed, together with a steep photon spec-

trum (index near 3) that, however, has a low-energy thresh-

old of 200 MeV, limiting the chance to identify a neutral

pion signature. The relatively large gamma-ray brightness

of W44 and the good spectral capability of AGILE near

100 MeV [105, 106] have stimulated a thorough investi-

gation of this supernova remnant with the AGILE data.

The AGILE gamma-ray spectrum in the range of 50 MeV

to 10 GeV confirms the high-energy steep slope up to 10

GeV and, remarkably, identifies a spectral decrease be-

low 200 MeV for the first time, as expected from neu-

tral pion decay [65]. The low-energy spectral behavior

seen by AGILE was recently confirmed by the Fermi-LAT

team that revisited the gamma-ray emission from W44

[17]. Their best hadronic model with an assumed sur-

rounding medium density n ∼ 100 cm−3 is based on a

smoothed broken power-law hadronic distribution with a

break energy Ebr = 22 GeV and indices p1 = 2.36 for

E < Ebr and p2 = 3.5 for E > Ebr. A new analysis of AG-

ILE data with a revised assessment of the W44 surround-

ing environment, based on new CO data obtained from

the NANTEN2 telescope that provide an average density

n ∼ 200 cm−3 [114], confirms a broken power-law pro-

ton distribution characterized by an index p1 = 2.2 ± 0.1
(for E < Ebr), p2 = 3.2 ± 0.1 (for E > Ebr), and an en-

ergy break Ep
br = 20 GeV. The leptonic contribution to this

model is given by a simple power-law for the electrons

with p′ = 1.74, and Ee
c = 12 GeV (see Fig. 4). This model

provides a proton energy W p = 5 × 1049 erg and requires

an average magnetic field in the emission region, B = 210

μG [41].

Summarizing, the gamma-ray analysis, compared with

Figure 4. Hadronic model of the broadband spectrum of the

SNR W44 that is superimposed with radio and gamma-ray data

of Fig. 3 [41]. It is a broken power-law proton distribution in mo-

mentumwith index p1 = 2.2±0.1 (for E < Ebr) and p2 = 3.2±0.1
(for E > Ebr) where Ep

br= 20 GeV. This model is characterized by

B =210 μG and n =300 cm−3. The black curves show the electron

contribution by synchrotron (dot) and Bremsstrahlung (dashed)

emissions; the IC contribution is negligible. The total gamma-

ray emission from pion-decay and Bremsstrahlung is also shown.

(Upper Panel): SED from radio to gamma-ray band. (Bottom
Panel): only gamma-ray part of the spectrum.

multiwavelength one, of the SNR W44, gave us some fun-

damental information about this source. First of all, the

SNR W44 is the first SNR clearly showing the so-called

“pion bump” [17, 41, 65]. CO emission analysis deter-

mined a very high average density in the W44 shell of

nav ∼ 300 cm−3 [114]. This feature was also found in
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other middle-aged SNRs, like W51c and IC443 [43, 76]

and explains the high gamma-ray flux detected from these

sources. Combined analysis of radio and gamma-ray data,

allowed us to give an estimation of the magnetic field,

B ≥ 100 μG [41], substantially higher than the equipar-

tition magnetic field [42]. In most of SNRs, magnetic field

estimations give values B ∼ 10 − 102 μG that are much

higher than the average diffuse galactic value [e.g., see

[86] for Tycho, [76] for W51c, and [102] for IC443]. This

is hardly surprising since magnetic field compression due

to the shock interaction with the ISM leads to its ampli-

fication. We need to consider a non-linear scenario with

a back-reaction of the accelerated particle at the shock

[30].The large value for the magnetic field in W44 may be

linked to the environment density value, nav ∼ 300 cm−3
given by NANTEN2. The most challenging feature of

the SNR W44 is the high energy spectral index p2 ∼ 3

[8, 17, 41, 65] that is steeper than the values found in other

middle-aged SNRs. Alfvèn damping in a dense environ-

ment [85] is a mechanism for explaining this behavior, but

other possibilities exist [e.g., 34, 35]. This is a point re-

quiring deeper investigations in the future.

5 W44 and the other gamma-ray emitting
SNRs

5.1 W44 and W28: comparison

Figure 5. AGILE gamma-ray maps of the SNR W44 (left) and

the SNR W28 (right) for E>400 MeV and with binsize=0.1◦, in
galactic coordinates. In the top panel, radio contours from VLA

are overlapped; in the bottom, CO contours from GRS for W44

and from NANTEN fro W28 [40].

At the light of the SNR W44 characteristics and of

the SNR/CR context, we want to present a comparison

between this very important source and another impor-

tant SNR detected in the gamma-ray band, both at GeV

and TeV energies, SNR W28 [7, 21, 64]. Even W28 is a

middle-aged mixed morphology SNR with dimensions of

the shell radio very similar to the W44 ones. In spite of

this, from Table 2 and from Fig. 5, we can see that these

two remnants have some very different features that lead

to a different interpretation of their gamma-ray spectrum.

First of all, from the upper panel of Fig. 5, we can see

that W44 gamma-ray emission has a very good correlation

with its radio shell, differently by W28 where no corre-

spondence there is between gamma-ray emission and ra-

dio shell. Observing gamma-ray/CO emission correlation

(bottom panel of Fig. 5), in W44 the MC seems to be em-

bedded in the remnant; in W28, instead, two different MCs

are perfectly correlated with GeV and TeV peaks. This is

confirmed also by estimated average densities of the two

SNR shells (see Table 2); very small for W28 and of order

of 102 for W44. Moreover, no TeV emission was detected

from W44, differently from W28. This could be explained

by the fact that in the case of W44, gamma-ray emission

comes from both MC and the SNR shell; TeV particles

could be are already escaped by the remnant. W28 is older

than W44 and this implies that the most part of GeV and

TeV CR particles are escaped from the remnant. Conse-

quently, no emission is detected correlated with the shell

but only with the two MCs [40].

This difference is fundamental for their spectral behavior

interpretation. We have seen that for W44 a simple lin-

ear DSA model fails because high energy spectral-index is

∼ 3 when linear DSAmodel provides an index of 2.6−2.7.
For this reason, we need to consider all possible non-linear

mechanisms that could explain the steepening of the spec-

trum. In the case of W28, instead, a simple linear DSA

model can easily explain its spectral behavior. In [64], we

find that where is the peak of GeV emission there is a min-

imum in the TeV emission, and viceversa. This behavior

reflects also in the spectrum; we can divided it into two

components. One from the East cloud, where there is the

GeV maximum, and the other from the West cloud com-

plex, where is the TeV maximum [21, 64]. From [64],

considering the two clouds at different distances, we can

explain gamma-ray data from W28 with the simple energy

dependent diffusion, with δ ≈ 0.5 and D0 = 1026 cm2s−1
(Bohm diffusion regime).

In light of these considerations, it is clear that even in W28

the effect of some non-linear mechanisms affect the sys-

tem; consequently, considering only the diffusion mecha-

nism in order to understand its characteristic seems a over-

simplification. However, the low average density of the

SNR shell, and the absence of MCs embedded within it

exclude most of the non-linear mechanisms considered so

far.

5.2 A more general overview

Now, we want to give a picture of the CR/SNR context

from a more general point of view. For this purpose, we

need to analyze separately young and middle-aged SNRs:

indeed, the first ones give information about injection and

acceleration mechanism in correspondence of the SNR

shell. The second ones, about particle escape, propaga-

tion and possible re-acceleration.

The importance of young SNRs is related to two funda-
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Table 2. W44 and W28 parameters

SNR (l,b) distance age radio GeV TeV n B MC
kpc yrs index index index cm−3 μG

W44(G34.7-0.4) 3.1 ∼20,000 0.37 2.4− > 3.0 - 250-300 ≥100 yes

W28(G6.71-0.05) 1.8-3.3 35,000-45,000 0.35 ∼ 2.6 − 2.7 ∼ 2.5 5 102 − 103 yes

mental issues. First, their spectra are not affected by prop-

agation effect as in the case of middle-aged SNRs. Con-

sequently, analysis of their spectral behavior allows to un-

derstand injection spectral index and physical processes

that could have an impact on acceleration mechanism. On

the other hand, their young age enhances the chance to de-

tect emission from particles with energies up to E ∼ 1015

eV, called Pevatrons, one of the direct signature for CR

acceleration. The most studied young SNRs, so far, are

Cas A [4, 12, 18], Tycho [12, 63], SN1006 [14] and RX

J1713 [9, 20]. Gamma-ray data collected by satellites and

instruments, however, put us in front of a very challeng-

ing reality. The first problem is that young SNR fluxes are

quite faint in the gamma-ray energy band. This leads to

the detection of a very low number of these objects; conse-

quently, it is very difficult have some reliable conclusions

about their general behavior. From theoretical consider-

ations, young SNRs should to have a low energy flux at

GeV energies, but a high energy flux in the TeV energy

range. Even if the faintness of the detected gamma-ray

flux is strongly related to the SNR distance, there is an-

other parameter that can affect it intrinsically; this is the

density value in the SNR surroundings. Both Cas A and

Tycho SNRs expand into a low average density medium

[66, 72], as well as the other young SNRs, even if in all

cases are detected some MCs. If, on one side, this low

average density can explain a low gamma-ray flux, on the

other side, it is not so easy to explain the gamma-ray emis-

sion from these SNRs with a (most favorable) hadronic

model. An explanation for this behavior is given in [39];

where the progenitor wind residual is considered as the

CR target. Another explanation could be linked to proton

trapping; in a Bohm-like diffusion regime the proton es-

cape time is much greater than the time needed to cross

the system lengths.

However, the most important challenge derived from ex-

perimental data is their spectral index, p = 2.3-2.4 [4, 63].

Emission at the “knee” energies is expected by young

SNRs because their emission is not affected by propaga-

tion effects. However, no sources were observed at E > 10

TeV. Consequently, steepening of young SNR spectrum

implies no detection of Pevatrons; in the case of Cas A

, the presence of high-energy cut-off enhances the system

complexity. In the case of Cas A, there is also a cut-off

at E ∼ 500 GeV that is very challenging to be explained

in young SNRs. One hypothesis is that, since Cas A is

a core-collapse SNR, it is evolving inside its progenitor

wind [107] where density ρ ∝ r−2; this could imply that

Cas A accelerated CRs in the first phase of its evolution

and the cut-off could be explained by particle escape.

Differently by young SNRs, middle-aged SNRs have spec-

tra that are influenced by propagation effects. When we

analyze their gamma-ray emission, we have to consider

the modification of injection spectral index due to the dif-

fusion. Clearly, it is more difficult to detect the first phases

of the acceleration process and we expect to be difficult to

detect Pevatrons because high energy particles are already

escaped from these remnants. Detection at TeV energies

is possible only in the presence of a target not embedded

in the remnant, like in the SNR W28. In Fig. 6 (bottom

panel), we collected all available GeV and TeV data of

most of the middle-aged SNRs studied so far. The ma-

jority of these SNRs have a GeV flux quite high and are

easily detectable. The lower flux of W49b and W51c is

probably due to their great distances from us with respect

to the other remnants). In all cases we detect MC com-

plexes interacting with remnants and magnetic fields have

large values. Puppis A seems to be a unique case. It has

a low magnetic field and no MC are detected in their sur-

roundings [51, 69]. Its GeV flux is low, even if its distance

is not so large (2 kpc), probably due to the absence of a

dense target. Moreover, its spectrum has an index α ∼ 2.1,
harder than all the other middle-aged SNRs and also than

young SNRs. The middle-aged SNRs gamma-ray spectral

indices are in a range 2.6 ≤ α ≤ 3, and, in the oldest SNRs,

radio spectral index is harder than the one expected from

modifications due to shock waves [42, 88]. This implies

an electron index, not only harder than α ∼ 2, but also dif-

ferent from the proton one. All these SNRs seem to have

similar surroundings and similar characteristics, such as

high magnetic field, presence of MCs and so on. In spite

of these facts, their gamma-ray spectral indices show that

different physical mechanisms are at work. The compari-

son between W44 and W28 was an example (Section 5.1).

In order to explain SNR spectral behavior different from

the theoretical expectations, several physical processes

were considered so far. One is the neutrals “return flux”

that leads to a suppression of the Mach number and com-

pression ratio due to the formation of a shock precursor

[36, 48, 87]. Another is the formation of a CR-induced

precursor due to the scattering center velocity. Low-

energy particles feel the lower compression factor at the

subshock and the spectrum becomes steeper. This effect

disappears at E > few GeV because high energy parti-

cles feel the whole precursor [36]. How we said before

the Alfvén Damping, due to the presence of neutrals in

the SNR surroundings, leads to a suppression of scatter-

ing center velocity in a certain energy range and, conse-

quently, of the acceleration efficiency [77, 85]. Last but

not least, there is an argument linked to propagation. The
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DSA theory requires that the flatter the injection spectrum

the larger must be the value of the diffusion index δ in or-

der to explain the CR spectrum observed on Earth. A value

δ > 0.5-0.6 provides an excessive anisotropy and, conse-

quently, implies a steep injection index, in agreement with

the observations but not with theoretical models. Physical

process that could explain a lower spectral diffusion index

is CR weak stochastic reacceleration that provide D ∝ E0.3

[33–35]. All these processes have solid physical reasons

but most of them depend on poorly known parameters that,

often, are considered separately. In a complex system like

a SNR, we should consider all possible physical processes

together, and their mutual interaction. Only in this way we

can have a correct picture of the system.

Figure 6. Upper Panel:GeV and TeV spectral points of the two

young SNRs Cas A and Tycho [4, 12, 13, 63]. Bottom Panel:
GeV and TeV spectral points of the most important middle-aged

SNRs: W49b [6], Puppis A [69], W44 [17, 41], W51c [3, 25],

IC443 [11, 17] and W28 [7, 21]

6 The Superbubble Hypothesis

Since the steep gamma-ray spectra detected from several

SNRs indicate that the maximum particle energy, EM , in

several cases appears to be too low to produce CRs in the

Pevatron range it is clear that there are new proposed can-

didates for CR acceleration. This is a controversial issue

that is currently being studied. The best candidates so far

are superbubbles, hot and rarefied cavities created by the

strong winds of the OB stars [37, 38, 90, and therein].

These structures contain ∼ 94 % of core-collapse SNRs

that are ∼ 85 % of all SNRs [83]. SNRs in OB associa-

tions represent the largest fraction of all galactic stellar ex-

Figure 7. Normalized gamma-ray spectral behavior of the three

young SNRs, Cas A (blue), Tycho (black) and SN 1006 (green),

compared with the Cygnus Cocoon spectral behavior (magenta)

in the hypothesis that the GeV and TeV sources coincide (see the

main text).

plosions. Two are the main arguments in support of super-

bubble CR acceleration. The first is the different evolution

of a SNR in a superbubble compared with to isolated ones;

in a SB a SNR does not become radiative and so there are

no radiative losses [90] but all the energy remains in the

SB, available for particle acceleration. The second one,

is the generation and amplification of strong magnetic tur-

bulence through interaction and merging of different wind

bubbles and presence of clumps of higher density mate-

rial [83]. Particle are accelerated at the stage of two ap-

proaching shocks [54] and, moreover, low-energy particle

could be experienced multiple shock accelerations inside

the SB [83]. The overall effect is a very efficient injec-

tion, a low-energy spectrum harder than that product by

a single shock DSA and consequently higher EM than in

an isolated SNR. Until now, there is no unambiguous ev-

idence for superbubble CR acceleration. We notice that

Fermi-LAT discovered gamma-ray diffuse emission in the

Cygnus region [15], obtained from a subtraction of point-

like and extended sources such as the SNR γ-Cygni. This

gamma-ray emission above 1 GeV is spatially correlated

with a photon dominated region and its morphology and

its spectral behavior [15] points to a diffuse interstellar ori-

gin of this, like in a cocoon. Current superbubble models

provide parameters that might explain the Cygnus Cocoon

spectrum. The cocoon also includes theMILAGRO source

MGRO J2031+41, an extended TeV source with a TeV

emission that could not be explained only with the corre-

lated pulsar TeV J2032+4130 [1]. A recent analysis of MI-

LAGRO data of this TeV source [10] does not resolve the

relation between it and the cocoon. Assuming that GeV

and TeV emission originate from the MILAGRO source,

I collected spectral data from Fermi-LAT [16] and from

ARGO [27]. In Fig.7, we compare the Cygnus Cocoon

spectral behavior with those of young SNRs. It is interest-

ing to note that, if the cocoon and MGRO J2031+41 are

correlated, we have a spectrum similar to the Cas A one;

this seems to imply a quite steep spectrum of high energy

CRs in the Cygnus Cocoon. The superbubble hypothe-
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sis needs more work to establish a clear observational evi-

dence.

7 Conclusions

The CR acceleration and propagation issue is one of the

most important in the field of high energy astrophysics: a

century after their discovery, CR origin is not understood

yet. One of the best way to approach at this problem is

the analysis of the Galactic part of their spectrum, up to

E ∼ 1015 eV, that should be more easy to study because

coming from our Galaxy. The SNRs are the most prob-

able sources of the CR galactic component and, in spite

of the importance of a multiwavelegth analysis of these

objects, gamma-ray astronomy has a fundamental role in

verifying this hypothesis. Direct proofs of CR acceleration

by SNRs, indeed, can be found only in the MeV-TeV en-

ergy band. Despite gamma-ray GeV satellites (AGILE and

Fermi-LAT), and TeV instruments (HESS, MAGIC and

VERITAS) collected a great amount of data on SNRs, the-

ory and experimental data comparison led to a challenging

context. Linear and non-linear theories fail in the expla-

nation of the spectral behavior of gamma-ray produced by

particle acceleration in SNRs. The same SNR W44,that is

the first SNR where was observed the "pion bump" in its

gamma-ray spectrum, giving the first proof of CR acceler-

ation, is a very challenging source because of its very steep

spectral index at high energies, p ≥ 3. All SNRs studied

in the gamma-ray band so far show spectral features dif-

ferent from theoretical predictions and there is no source

with detectable gamma-ray emission at PeV energy. We

need to collect more data in the 50-200 MeV band, in or-

der to find other pion signatures, and we need also more

gamma-ray emitting SNRs in order to have a better statis-

tics that enhance the chance to find PeV emission. The

lack of low-energy data could be definitely resolved by

satellites with higher sensitivity in the 10-200 MeV energy

band e.g. Gamma-400 [58] or the newborn AstroGam; in-

stead, an instrument like CTA [109] will be useful to have

a better sensitivity at highest energies. Once we will have

a large data statistics and a solid understanding of gamma-

ray data, we need a deeper analysis of multiwavelength in-

formation in order to understand the discrepancy between

theoretical models and data. Each band gives different in-

formation about source surroundings (CO, IR and optical),

morphology, magnetic field (radio and X-ray) etc. Only in

this way, we will be able to finally find a solution at the

fascinating and challenging issue of CR origin.
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